Support Northwest Kidney Kids programs through Bottle Drop!

Bottle Drop is available for all Oregon redeemable beverage containers. There are two ways you can use Bottle Drop to support Northwest Kidney Kids

**Nonprofit Blue Bags:**

Email NW Kidney Kids with your name and address to lauren@nwkidneykids.org to request a bag.

Fill your bag, and make sure a NW Kidney Kids barcode is on the bag.

You can drop off a maximum of 15 bags on behalf of NW Kidney Kids in one or multiple trips within a 90-day period.

**Individuals with Green Bags:**

If you have a Bottle Drop account, you can simply transfer any amount in your account to NW Kidney Kids.

Individuals are permitted to drop off a total of 15 bags in one or multiple trips within a 90-day period.

It's easy to sign up for an individual account. To open an account go to www.bottledropcenters.com.